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Love and Other Poems
2021-02-18

alex dimitrov s third book love and other poems is full of praise for the world we live in taking time as
an overarching structure specifically the twelve months of the year dimitrov elevates the everyday and
speaks directly to the reader as if the poem were a phone call or a text message from the personal to
the cosmos the moon to new york city the speaker is convinced that love is our best invention dimitrov
doesn t resist joy even in despair these poems are curious about who we are as people and shamelessly
interested in hope

Brothers, and Other Poems
1961

in this new collection by a seasoned master kim cheng boey moves between singapore and australia
youth and middle age places and times rendered in vivid sensory detail to give a haunting exploration of
memory and the emigrant experience departures and arrivals family and home exile longing and loss
when i was younger poetry carried me posthaste high on the fuel of experience and freshness of
thought now i move in slow time listen to the poem as i carry it and let memory tell me where to go kim
cheng boey in this work of a mature artist kim cheng boey s characteristic style literary allusive with a
flâneur s sensibility is on full display shirley geok lin lim

The Singer and Other Poems
2022-02-15

first published in 1986 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Sand & Other Poems
2013-10-28

universally known for his groundbreaking prose especially for the monumental novel ulysses and its
depictions of dublin at the turn of the twentieth century james joyce started off as a writer of lyrical
poetry a genre which he never abandoned in his lifetime and which informs and enriches the rest of his
literary production this volume which includes joyce s first published book chamber music as well as his
later collection pomes penyeach and several other uncollected poems reveals a lesser known facet of
the great modernist s artistic career and a glimpse into his poetical sensibility

Chamber Music and Other Poems
2018-02-28

a collection of poetry by american poet billy collins which reflects themes on boyhood jazz love the
passage of time and writing

The Trouble with Poetry
2005

everything and other poems is a new collection of poetry by charles north north has published eleven
books of poems three books of critical prose and collaborations with artists and other poets with james
schuyler he edited the poet painter anthologies broadway and broadway 2 his new and selected what it
is like headed npr s best poetry books of 2011 and he has received a foundation for contemporary arts
grant two nea grants four fund for poetry awards and a poets foundation award he lives with his wife
the painter paula north in new york city more info at charles north com

Everything and Other Poems
2019



winner of the 2004 verse prize this second collection confirms nutter s reputation for strange beautiful
original work

1914 and Other Poems
1920

winner of the herder prize nichita stanescu was one of romania s most celebrated contemporary poets
this dazzling collection of poems the most extensive collection of his work to date reveals a world in
which heavenly and mysterious forces converse with the everyday and earthbound where love and a
quest for truth are central and urgent questions flow his startling images stretch the boundaries of
thought his poems at once surreal and corporeal lead us into new metaphysical and linguistic terrain
from the trade paperback edition

Water's Leaves & Other Poems
2005

a selection of jack kerouac s poems plus his statements on poetics and letters to an editor

Wheel With a Single Spoke
2012-07-13

in yiddish khurbn is the word for total destruction the word for what the english speaking world calls
the jewish holocaust of world war ii this is the author s precisely personal horrifying tender and
structurally astute masterpiece it is the great middle length poem of our times

The Woman who Loved Worms and Other Poems
1972

description i want a poem like thick tropical rain dense green spatter of syllables drumbeat consonants
fertile with meaning sudden short unforgettable afterwards jungle silence i want a poem like a russian
circus you should know it has been trained no ordinary everyday poem could leap like that no quotidian
poem could shimmer spangle exult like that wondering poems wise poems fierce poems and playful
poems poems about everyday things and uncommon things poems of isolation and fellowship about
loving and leaving finding and losing and finding again jerry pinto s second collection of poetry sparkles
and soothes in words that always ring true it shows us what it means to be human and how to be human
in his verse as in his prose pinto is a writer to come home to

Paradise Lost, and Other Poems
1839

elegiac brimming with beauty and grounded in daily life on a farm an accessible and sweet document of
human experience

Heaven & Other Poems
1977

winner of the pen translation prize these translations by noted american poet charles wright bring one
of the major collections of poetry in this century to english speaking authors nobel laureate eugenio
montale considered la bufera e altro the storm and other poems his best book

Khurbn & Other Poems
1989

this small volume is a modest attempt through the medium of translation to introduce one who is
acknowledged to be one of the major workers in our national renaissance this selection consist of



twenty six representative poems of nazrul and they are translated competently by basudha chakravarty

I Want a Poem and Other Poems
2021-03

antechamber and other poems michael mcclure s latest book with new directions joins a growing list of
contributions that includes the verse collection september blackberries 1974 and jaguar skies 1975 as
well as the musical play gorf 1976 his writing in recent years is alchemical in its intent yet his twin
declarations biology is politics and i am a mammal patriot perhaps express more accurately both the
universality of his outlook and its humane particularity mcclure s mysticism is vigorously scientific even
the familiar patterned shapes of his poems remind us of the stars in the night sky and those we see
when we shut our eyes in the dancing lines of his newest work the title poem antechamber most
especially are the whirl of galaxies the radiance of molecules the energy lines of the double helix coiling
around its core

Hai[na]ku and Other Poems
2016

these poems constitute a direct and honest female voice speaking of suffering madness and pain we are
made to see the life of those we call mad something of what drove them mad and occasionally a
delirious freedom from masks

My Three Jewels
1887

cardenal apocalypse and other poems poems for revolution

24 Pages and Other Poems
2015

a rhapsodic meditation on the dreams and defeats disparities and excesses mythologies and absurdities
of contemporary life

The Storm and Other Poems
1978

chosen by randall mann as a winner of the jake adam york prize brian tierney s rise and float depicts the
journey of a poet working remarkably miraculously to make our most profound private wounds visible
on the page with the corpse of frost under his heel tierney reckons with a life that resists poetic
rendition the transgenerational impact of mental illness a struggle with disordered eating a father s
death from cancer the loss of loved ones to addiction and suicide all of these compound to month after
month and dream after dream of struck through lines still tierney commands poetry s cathartic potential
through searing images wallpaper peeling like wrist skin when a grater slips a laugh as good as a
scream pears as hard as a tumor these poems commune with their ghosts not to overcome but to
release the course of rise and float is not straightforward where one poem gently confesses to trying
these days to believe again in people another concedes that defeat sometimes is defeat without purpose
look the chair is just a chair but therein lies the beauty of this collection in the proximity and occasional
overlap of these voices we see something alluringly openly human between a boy torn open by dogs and
a suicide two beautiful teenagers are kissing between screams something intimate hope however
difficult it may be

Rebel and Other Poems
2000-04

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of trees and other poems by joyce kilmer digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been



carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as
ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature

Antechamber, & Other Poems
1978

longlisted for the 2023 pen jean stein book award longlisted for the 2022 brooklyn public library book
prize a new yorker essential read of 2022 a publishers weekly best book of 2022 an npr best book of
2022 a literary hub best reviewed poetry collection of 2022 witty and incisive sharif masterfully
traverses the landscape of exile and all its complicated grief new york times the devastating second
collection by solmaz sharif author of look a national book award finalist with customs solmaz sharif
offers a series of poetic refusals weighing nuanced questions about what it means to belong to a place
in the face of hard borders these poems seek a reckoning with the structures in society in language
itself by which these limits act on us sharif examines what it means to exist in the nowhere of the
arrivals terminal to navigate a continual series of checkpoints officers searches and questionings that
can become a relentless challenge a mutating shibboleth through the poet s adept balancing of tonal
and formal elements these poems interrogate the customs of the nation state of the english language of
the paces these systems put us through but this work is not enjoined to a hopeless quest instead the
propulsive force that informs each line each white space and punctuation mark is a powerfully
galvanizing and healing force customs reminds us of the generative possibilities of restlessness of
seeking in each poem to refresh what it is a poem can be and do

Black Wind and Other Poems
2004

poems about school and other topics such as haircuts food and going to bed at night

Apocalypse, and Other Poems
1977

collection of poems ranging from philosophical reflections on art life death and sex to anarchic poems
the author s poetry has been published in newspapers and in australian and american literary journals

Bloom & Other Poems
2022-06-07

welcome my friends to the upside down house a topsy turvy place where anything is possible inside its
wacky walls you ll meet a girl with a beard a boy who never gets out of bed a sword swallower a pirate
a dinosaur who plays basketball and the grunk who would love to take you to a dance and maybe even
have you for dinner find out what really happened to the three little pigs dare to ride your sled down
speedwell street have lunch with solid stomach steven a boy who eats the grossest food imaginable or
watch a show with jugglin joe who juggles everything from soup to staplers to you not since shel
silverstein has there been such an outrageously funny and thought provoking collection of poems the
upside down house is truly a delight for all ages and is guaranteed to keep you turning the pages

Rise and Float
2022-02-08

features a season in hell one of the great works of modern literature and many of the verse poems
which rimbaud wrote between march 1870 and august 1872

Funland, and Other Poems
1973

description bound by the need for breath we lie on beds of foaming rubber but the room is filled with



the rhythm of blood and need and the story we lie quietly listening the whales are singing each to each
it is my last article of belief they understand their music you and i only have words outside the window
the sea the sea searching for safe havens wanting to cut loose trying to make peace with death love and
madness learning that we can wound and be wounded looking for solace and meaning through rage and
confusion jerry pinto s debut collection of poems asylum established him as a true original a writer
unafraid to be vulnerable to take risks to open the door and blunder into the world or let it sweep in he
travels wrote imtiaz dharker the breathtaking spaces between madness luminosity and quiet rebellion
this is a writer who draws precise lines of control and then with surprising tenderness crosses them

A Pageant
1881

excerpt from trees and other poems outside the towns are cool and clean curtained awhile from sound
and sight they take god s gracious gift of night the stars are watchful over them about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
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Edition
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